
Setting the Stage

● 1990-2010: Some schools began to implement 1:1 laptops
● 2010: 75% of secondary schools were 1:1 and 40% of elementary school
● 2020: Covid-19 shutdowns                massive shift to 1:1 devices: 90% of 

secondary schools & 84% of elementary 
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● 1:1 =  computing device assigned to each 

child

● Important variables include:

○ Type of device (iPad, Chromebook, 

laptop)

○ School-based vs. home-to-school

○ Configuration of device

○ Programs used

○ How often students are expected 

to/allowed to use them

○ Staff training
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★ Personalized learning to support 
achievement 

➔ Are devices better for learning than low-tech 
interventions? 

➔ Does the data show improved outcomes?

★ Increased student motivation ➔ Is there a trade-off/cost?

★ Digitally competent learners ➔ What specific skills do we want? 
➔ What age does this really need to start?

★ Bridging the digital divide

★ Keeping up with communication 
progress: “The information age is 
transforming the way students 
access materials”

➔ What does this mean for young students? 
➔ Are there unintended impacts?

➔ Should all educational materials be delivered via digital 
platforms like websites and ebooks? 

➔ Are there benefits from reading/writing in hard copy?

Goals of 1:1

Are we defining & measuring desired outcomes to determine return on our 
investment? 
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What are the benefits/costs 
you have seen?

Do the benefits clearly outweigh 
the costs?
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Research on 1:1 Device Initiatives
● High quality research is lacking

● Academic achievement                   Conflicting results but possibly a small positive effect

○ 2016 meta-analysis: effect size was smaller than interventions such as 

reducing class sizes or offering tutoring

○ Most benefits in writing and science

● Student engagement/satisfaction/motivation                 Mostly positive results

● Potential harms are not measured

○ What about: obesity, mental health, hours of sleep/night, time spent 
interacting socially, time spent in physical activity?
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Correlational Clues from Large Data Sets
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Do kids need more time on screens?

Infographics from cdc.gov 10

Post-pandemic 
numbers are likely 

even higher…
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Established Risks of Excessive Screen Time

● Systematic meta-analyses have found:

○ More mental health issues (Viglic & Stiner, 2009)

○ Shorter sleep duration (Hale & Guan, 2015)

○ More attention problems (Nikkelen et al., 2014)

○ Decreased academic achievement (Adelantado-Renau et al., 2019)

○ Greater likelihood of obesity (Viglic & Stiner, 2009)
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Screens & the 
Childhood Mental Health Crisis

● Childhood/adolescent mental health concerns have risen steadily since 2010

● In 2018 suicide became second leading cause of death in ages 10-24

● In 2020, the AAP, AACAP, & CHA declared a National Emergency in Child 

and Adolescent Mental Health

● More time on screens → greater chance of suicide (Coyne, et al. 2021; 

Twenge, et al. 2017)

Why are schools ignoring this potential link and pushing more and more screen time?
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Other Potential Issues
● Brain changes - thinning of the cerebral cortex (Paulus, et. al., 2019)

● Possible negative impacts on curiosity (Twenge & Campbell, 2018)

● Other physical health considerations (potential eye issues, blue light 
exposure, carpal tunnel, neck strain)

● Privacy of student data

● Missed opportunities:
○ Benefits of reading from print (Mangen, Walgermo, & Bronnick, 

2013)
○ Benefits of hand-writing  (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014)
○ Social interactions on the bus, before school, and after school 
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● Devices are designed to 
make you want more 
(persuasive design)

● Screens activate dopamine 
pathways in the brain 
(regardless of content)

● We build up a tolerance to 
dopamine hits over time 
that leads us to seek out 
more time on devices

● Every addiction utilizes this 
reward pathway

Dopamine Hit

Pick up a device

You feel happyDopamine falls

You don’t feel happy

Dopamine-Seeking Reward Loop
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What about screen-based 
learning apps?

● Independent peer-reviewed research often lacking
● Effect sizes often small

○ Comparison to low-tech/no-tech interventions?

● Gamification has motivation benefits but have we considered 
possible harms?
○ Are we increasing motivation by exploiting the dopamine feedback 

loop?
○ Are we contributing to problematic tech use/overuse?
○ Are we sabotaging our students’ ability to do difficult or “boring” (aka 

academically rigorous) tasks?

● Remember app developers are in the business to make money
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Common Parent/Teacher Complaints

● Inadequate filters on school site

● Filters often do not work off school network

● Many typical parental monitoring tools are disabled 

● No parent training/information

● Devices configured for “recreation” more than “education”
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HOW CAN SCHOOLS DO BETTER?



Example of an EdTech “Philosophy”
Set of research-based guiding principles, such as:
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The EdTech Triangle from everyschool.org. Copyright Blythe Winslow & Amy Tyson 2021.

One Helpful Model: The EdTech Triangle
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Device Configuration
● Every application/use should be INTENTIONAL
● Limit the number of applications/programs available

○ Are educational games  available? If so, why & how were they vetted?
● Use tools (e.g., Teacher JAMF) to control which programs/applications 

students have access to at a given time
● Remove/limit access  to YouTube for elementary students
● Remove/limit access to internet browsers for elementary students
● If using iPads

○ Disable Siri
○ Enable Screen Time feature
○ Remove iTunes 
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HOW DO WE INSPIRE CHANGE?

Advocacy

● Advocacy: the act or process of supporting a cause or proposal

● Change agent: a person or thing that encourages people to change 

their behavior or opinions

A desire for change usually happens when… something goes wrong, reaches 
a point of being intolerable, or no longer aligns with our belief system

The instigator for change usually happens when… that 
“thing/concept/issue” impacts us intimately at work, at home, personal life, 
family, children, etc.
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Initial Steps…
● Power in numbers

○ It is more effective to be a loud voice when you are not the ONLY loud voice or squeaky 
wheel

● Know your information; it can’t be all emotions
○ It is powerful when you have research and powerful data to support your cause. 
○ It is also powerful when you have genuine passionate people speaking up for your cause

● Support/networking system
○ Advocating for change is hard work. 
○ You need a team of 2 or 3 or 10 people. 
○ Experts/resources. 

● The spirit of collaboration
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TechWise SB Beginnings
Step 1 - Individually, we asked questions 

Step 2 - Collaboration and networking

Step 3 - Establishing TechWise SB

Step 4 - Letter to the district & school board

Step 4 -  School board meetings

Step 5 - Continual communication to district

Step 6 - Media coverage

Step 7 - Continuing advocacy 

Step 8 - Expanding TechWise SB 
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Navigating in the Workplace

● When advocating within your place of 
work….

○ Be part of a group/organization

○ Inform your supervisors (e.g., director, principal)

○ Try “proper” channels first; the chain of command

○ Be aware of work hours and non-work hours

○ Work email vs personal email

● The gray area: 
○ Parent, school psychologist, community member, 

employee, colleague, etc.

● Be honest, be genuine, be collaborative
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More Tips
● Change cannot be relegated to 1 department 

○ e.g., tech use is more than just the ETS or IT department) 
○ so find 1 or more cabinet position that supports your cause

● The school board is not your enemy
○ In fact, they may be your biggest fan

● Stay polite and collaborative in your advocacy
● Bring real life examples AND research 
● Focus on education & awareness
● Not everyone will agree, and that is ok!
● Change can be slow
● Don’t give up
● Stay a constant and persistent presence
● Network with others- it is not just to build a foundation but to find emotional support too!
● Recalibrate with your “Why” and your “Mission Statement”
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Contact Us!
Kym Ozbirn - kym@techwisesb.org
Melissa Quigley - melissa@techwisesb.org
Visit TechWise SB - techwisesb.org 
Listen to Tidy Tech Podcast - https://tidy-tech.captivate.fm/

Join our TechWise SB newsletter!
Join our TechWise SB book club!

Find us in the news:
https://newspress.com/rebooting-the-tech-debate/
https://www.noozhawk.com/article/pediatricians_counselors_urge_sa
nta_barbara_school_district_to_halt_ipads
https://www.noozhawk.com/article/santa_barbara_talks_podcast
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Suggested Resources
● TechWiseSB.org
● Tidy Tech Podcast
● Everyschool.org
● Screen Time Action Network  
● TechHealthy.org 
● Ledger of Arms from Center for Humane Technology
● Screen Schooled by Joe Clement and Matt Miles
● Reset Your Child’s Brain by Dr. Victoria Dunckley
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